Saturday, 11-11-2017, 12:30 pm, Münsterplatz, Bonn (Germany)

World Climate Conference Bonn:
Our Environment // Our Future // Our Resistance!

Mass Demonstration on World-Climate-Action-Day
OUR ENVIROMNEMT AND THEREFORE OUR FUTURE IS IN DANGER!
The cause of global warming, deforestation, poisoning agriculture land with pesticides,
contamination with plastic trash and nuclear waste in the oceans and in the soil, also the dirty
production of energy with coal, natural gas and uranium cause a big globally disaster, will put the
existence of the entire mankind at risk!
RADICAL IMMEDIATE MEASURES ARE URGENTLY NEEDED!
Despite highest emergency all the annual climate summits ended up without binding results, only
with “declarations of intent”! Either the agreement of Paris was non-binding. The rush into a global
environment and climate catastrophe will be taken looking malicious and eye in purchase! In July
2017 the G20 states , together responsible for 75% of CO2 emissions, publicly expressed according
to the Paris agreement to combat global warming also with nuclear power, fracking as supposedly
clean fossil energy! Thus, the Paris agreement as a complete sham exposed. All concrete targets
are deleted from the actual “Climate Protection Plan 2050”. Instead, the german government shields
the car industry who pollute knowingly the air and want to adhere to the internal combustion
engine.
OUR ENVIRONMENT, OUR FUTURE, OUR RESTSTANCE!
More and more people get increasingly clear, we can't keep it this way. Worldwide develop an
outery to save the environment! At the climate summit 2009 in Copenhagen were more than
200.000 on protest. The “climate marching” 2014 mobilized millions of people worldwide. In
November 2017 the 23rd (!) World Climate Summit (COP23) takes place here in Bonn. Thereby the
international protest will be also guest here in Bonn!
We as an equal alliance of various organisations, groups and individuals call out to a multifarious
protest, reaching its climax at this big demonstration here on 11.11. in Bonn. We are many, we are
various, however we are united to stand up together for saving the environment -of course antifascist based on: Refugees welcome! We want to point out alternative thus we could still breath
clean air in 50 years and listen to the birds singing in the forests. We want to stand up for a world
without gearing for profit and devastating environment. We want to stand up for a world built up
with solidarity, environmental awareness and the unite of mankind and nature. An immediate
change of course is urgently needed! We make this a clear manifest unmistakably on the
international committed Word Climate Action Day.

Come all together to Mass Demonstration! Sign this call!
Saturday // 11.11.2017 // 12:30 pm, Münsterplatz, Bonn
Information and contact:
info@demo-klimakonferenz.de
www.demo-klimakonferenz.de

0049-30-39802910
facebook: demoklimakonferenz

